Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D.C. 20554
May 31, 2012
ATTN: Jeff Sohn
JSM Holding LLC
P.O. Box 118
Sheboygan Falls, WI 53985

DA 12-849

RE: JSM Holding LLC Petition for Reconsideration of Termination Pending status; and
Supplemental Substantial Service Showings for Call Signs WPVF722, WPVF725, WPVF737,
WPVF739, WPVF741, WPVF742, WPVF752, and WPVF754.
Dear Mr. Sohn:
This letter addresses the Petitions for Reconsideration (collectively, “Petitions”) filed by JSM
Holding LLC (“JSM”) of the Wireless Telecommunication’s Bureau’s (“Bureau”) dismissal of its five
year construction notifications for the above-referenced call signs (“JSM Licenses”).1 For the reasons
discussed below, we deny the Petitions because JSM has not complied with the population coverage or
substantial service requirements set forth in Section 22.503(k)(2)-(3)2 of the Commission’s Rules for any
of the JSM Licenses. Accordingly, the JSM Licenses automatically terminated on June 21, 2007.
JSM was a winning bidder in Auction 40, and the Commission granted the JSM Licenses on June
21, 2002,3 establishing June 21, 2007 as the five-year construction deadline.4 By this deadline, the
licensee must demonstrate that it is operating sufficient facilities to cover two thirds of the licensed area
population; or the licensee may demonstrate that it is providing substantial service.5 Substantial service is
defined as “service that is sound, favorable, and substantially above a level of mediocre service that
would barely warrant renewal.”6 Pursuant to the Commission’s substantial service requirements, “any
party relying on ‘substantial service’ in lieu of the three-year and five-year coverage requirements must
demonstrate that level of service or will automatically lose the geographic area license.”7 Because the
substantial service requirement can be met in a variety of ways, the Bureau reviews substantial service
claims on a case-by-case basis.8 If the construction requirement for a license is not met, the license
terminates automatically as of the construction deadline unless a waiver or extension of time is granted.9
On June 19, 2007, JSM filed the required notifications of construction for the subject licenses,
asserting that “JSM Holding, LLC has provided substantial services per 22.503 (k)(3) of the rules as an
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option on [all] call signs.”10 However, as JSM did not explain how this requirement was met or provide
any supporting information,11 on August 16, 2007, the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau (“Bureau”)
returned JSM’s notifications and directed JSM to supplement its construction notification by either: (1)
stating that it had met the population benchmarks in rule section 22.503(k) and showing the percentage of
coverage; or (2) specifying how the substantial service requirement was met.12 JSM failed to timely file
the requested supplements and, as a result, on November 3, 2007, the Bureau dismissed each
notification.13 On November 7, 2007, the licenses entered automatic termination.14
On November 14, 2007, JSM filed petitions for reconsideration, stating that its failure to timely
file the requested supplemental information was inadvertent and due to an administrative oversight.15
JSM again contended that it was providing substantial service within its license areas and provided
coverage information for each subject call sign.16 JSM claimed that, since it was providing service to
predominantly rural areas and its claimed coverage for each call sign exceeded the 20 percent “safe
harbor” that the Commission established for substantial service showings in the 218-219 MHz band,17 it
was providing “substantial service” within each of its license areas. However, the petitions for
reconsideration also included the following language: “certain… coverage reflects components of the
overall system that were licensed at different times, only one of which involves the subject authorization.
Nonetheless, the subject authorization is part of the substantial service provided by the system as a
whole.”18 The paging construction rules require coverage in each particular “paging geographic area”19
and it is well established that each license must be evaluated on an individual basis in determining
compliance with applicable construction requirements.20 Based on JSM’s response, it was unclear what
coverage was attributable to each individual license at issue and what JSM was attributing to other license
holdings in the same market areas.
In an effort to clarify this ambiguous language and determine whether the JSM licenses were in
compliance with the Commission’s Rules, between November 2007 and January 2008, Mobility Division
staff had three separate conversations with JSM’s counsel.21 During those conversations, staff explained
exactly what information was needed to properly evaluate the construction notifications and made it clear
that construction requirements for each license would be evaluated individually and without reliance on
coverage provided under separate authorizations.22 On February 19, 2008, JSM replied to the staff’s
inquiries but again stated that “certain of the coverage reflects components of the overall system that were
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licensed at different times, only one of which involves the subject authorization. Nonetheless, the subject
authorization is part of the substantial service provided by the system as a whole.”23 Due to JSM’s
continuing failure to provide clear coverage information for each market area, the Bureau sent a letter
pursuant to 47 U.S.C. §308(b) directing JSM to provide specific tower and service information for each of
the JSM Licenses (“Letter of Inquiry”).24
On May 12, 2008, JSM responded to the Letter of Inquiry (“Response”) stating that “the buildouts being utilized are in a very real way licensing-saving builds, designed to comply with government
mandates (rather than to seek extensions as so many others have done), and do not reflect JSM’s long run
plans for the spectrum.” 25 In its Response, JSM also stated that three of the eight licenses at issue were
being “withdrawn,”26 because they were “simply not worth fighting for any longer.”27 With respect to the
remaining licenses, JSM stated that it is providing a “manual dispatch service”28 that “complies with all
applicable rules.”29 JSM also estimated the population coverage for each license as follows: WPVF722 47.8%; WPVF725 - 94%; WPVF742 - 76%; WPVF752 - 71%; and WPVF754 - 71%.30
After thoroughly reviewing JSM’s Petitions and Response, we find that JSM has failed to
demonstrate that it has met its construction requirements for the subject licenses, either through
population coverage or the provision of substantial service. First, JSM does not claim that it meets the
two-thirds population coverage requirement set forth in Section 22.503(k)(2)31 for the markets covered by
the JSM licenses.32 Second, by its own admission, JSM is operating a single manual dispatch transmitter
under each call sign functioning as a “licens[e]-saving build…, designed to comply with government
mandates.”33 This assertion conflicts with JSM’s prior assertion that the licenses were “for use as link
frequencies” and “are used as an integral part of the over all paging system.”34 As we have noted, Section
22.503(k)(3) defines “substantial service” as service that is “sound, favorable, and substantially above a
level of mediocre service that would barely warrant renewal.”35 Moreover, 47 U.S.C §309(J) makes it
clear that the purpose of performance requirements, including construction timetables, for licenses
acquired via competitive bidding is to “ensure prompt delivery of service to rural areas, to prevent
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stockpiling or warehousing of spectrum by licensees or permitees, and to promote investment in and rapid
deployment of new technologies and services.”36 JSM has not demonstrated that it is providing a service
that meets the established definition of substantial service or the underlying purpose of the construction
requirements. Notably, JSM has not provided us with any evidence to support its claim that “it [manual
dispatch service] appears to be at least as vibrant a service that the Commission has in other instances
involving auctions recognized as being acceptable.”37 Indeed, JSM makes no claims that its “manual
dispatch service” is actually being utilized or that it provides a useful service to any segment of the
marketplace.
In addition, even for those licenses that meet or exceed 20 percent population coverage, we do not
find JSM’s reliance on the “safe harbor” set forth in the 218-219 MHz Order compelling.38 A safe harbor
established for an entirely different class of services cannot remedy JSM’s failure to meet the
Commission’s construction requirements for the Licenses in question. Accordingly, we find that the
manual dispatch service provided by JSM falls well short of the substantial service requirements set forth
in Section 22.503(k)(3).
Based upon the foregoing, we deny JSM’s Petitions for the subject licenses. We also note that
JSM is no longer seeking reconsideration of Commission action regarding call signs WPVF737,
WPVF739, and WPVF741. Accordingly, we shall modify the information in ULS to reflect that the JSM
Licenses automatically terminated on June 21, 2007. JSM must immediately cease any and all operations
under these licenses. This action is taken pursuant to delegated authority under sections 0.131, 0.331,
1.925, 1.955, and 22.503 of the Commission's Rules.39
Sincerely,

Thomas P. Derenge
Deputy Chief, Mobility Division
Wireless Telecommunications Bureau
Cc: Thomas Gutierrez, Esq.
Lukas, Nace, Gutierrez & Sachs, Chartered
1650 Tysons Boulevard, Suite 500
McLean, VA 22102
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